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Good Wednesday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—
Index Number 1715:

—

[Not allowed to Post on Facebook – for 22 [more] days.]

(Yesterday I posted a PDF of my Facebook 'offending' history and
under some PDF client program the overlay with the information
does not show – the FireFox version does this, and the wide-
spread separate Adobe version works fine. And since the DropBox
version – unless you down load to local system – used the
Browser's PDF display extension and so it is missing there also.)

—

—

My relative who was visiting me (an older brother) found a place
and moved in yesterday. I was able to help him with the first rent
aspect as he is between checks, and I told him that he need only
pay me back for half of it, because the other half was from our
grandmother who once provided for us and considered us in her



Will and Testament, and she would approve .. and this morning I
though while doing the aspect of my 'Holy Candle Prayer' that
involved Ancestors and family interconnectedness and ultimate
Communion with spouses And also with laying the groundwork
Template of Jesus Christ's Holy Church through Service, and by
Announcing Him by Name or God (The Trinity, etc.) that was akin to
Jesus' Foot-Print in the foundation imposed by the Service.

And my brother was first to Acknowledge Jesus has been helping
him so much .. so he did the Foot-Print in his and my soul.

I would have given him the entire but by seeming to care for half I
was able to do the Service in Grammy's Name, Honoring her soul
and her Benefaction. I do not expect and if he does will refuse the
pay-back. I never lend anything that I assume I will never see
again, Forgiving Debts is Christian Service, Sacrifice, and
Stewardship. ..

.. that money was collected as a little attempt at padding in my
account because it was getting very tight recently – which I am sure
a lot of people on fixed incomes understand because the the
designed Suffering and further destruction of the Western Society
and Dollar advances – as those in Power have purchased through
the Trillion dollar (extra) a day REPO banking market scam – using
it to buy up everything that has significance and also causing the
clear destruction of dollar to wipe-out all money savings and most
other assets,forcing many who own homes to Usury Borrow against
it – and be later foreclosed and-of controlled by the similar Powerful
Satanic forces.

After all – Slaves & Serfs were sometimes allow to live in the
Masters' housing as long as they do what they are told.

—

In this morning's prayers and meditations I Reflected on the clear
#FalseFlag event and how much like the Fraud 'Assad Gas Attack'
which the UN investigated and the engineers decided it was all
staged and the Minions of Satan in Administration reverses the
findings to promote Death and Hell, or like so many other known
clear #GreatSatan aspects; Weapons of Mass destruction as
justification of the murder (Holodomor like Starvation using
International LawFare Sanctions in punishment of moving against
the PetroDollar) of the 500,000 babies and children dying in their
helpless parents arms pre-War, or even the clearly supported
knowledge by many of the 2014 DeepState overthrow of Ukraine's
democratically elected government and the start of the murder of
14,000 Russian speaking Ukrainians, ..

.. which threaten Russia directly with the Advance of NATO and
Globo-homo Satanic baby-murdering family-womanhood-manhood-
children soul-mind-body-sexual mutilation and the Venture Capital
Golden-Calf Satan worshiping few international Witch-Matriarchal
ruling families and Their Vagina-god Satan following hyper-
empowered women supremacist male-hating and brain-twisting



(and twisted) womanhood and generations of trained Dog-males
and 'Professionals', etc.

So I wondered - how could 'people' not see this for what it is?

I looked locally, at the few NPCs I know (Non-Playable Characters
– which is what the software programmed computer game players
not controlled by a person are refereed too) and the level of Dense
intellect and seeming weird inHumanity displayed – they seem and
act like they are real but seem to be unable to grasp Abstractions
(like what is measured on the SATs – this is to that AS that is too
..?) and seem to lack Persistence in concepts of even aspects of
shared involvement – long conversations with some when I was
spending time on Church Street about something and 2 or 3 days
later the person not only has not reacted n anyway to what was
discussed, but seemed to had forgotten it happened, but
'remembers' when prompted – remembers it happened, that is – or
at least says they do but when aspect about what they did or did
not do or applied our discussion .. well, you might have just
triggered a 'Repeat' button.

—

I consider such in relation to my Model of Holy, the Holy Simulation
– the simulator Satan.exe directed by The Lion in the form of Holy-
in-training mMasters – those of us who were Judged and so Must
now direct our Willed Rending of God's Will versions of related Sins
we introduced and that Holy Human Dignity requires Exist, the
Multiverse that was not God's Will.

You may Get the Village of 72 Virgin males (with female versions –
like Eve was too Adam), 144 people in other ways of course. When
through Sin you must Start and Be mostly the lLamb and Suffering
the Hosting .. until you Start and are Able to impose your Will in
Just and Righteous ways – and so show you are acquiring Virtue
and eventually Merit (as you Suffer and Learn why Sin is unTrue,
unJust, disOrdering, unLoving, unCharitable, unMerciful, .. At some
point you not only Realize this, you Realize that God does Love us
unLimittedly and He has Given Us a Fanatic Way of Service and
bringing ourself and all other's ArchAngel Gabriel Add to Him, while
Bringing His Kingdom and His Will to all the Nations that formed
from the original Village .. Recursive Nations of those Avatars - as
You have Become.

Maybe also wondering when the Quantum Firmament will be 'filled-
up' in this Infinite and Increasing Rate, and as the Integration and
Communion happen you can Consider the Infinite God and His
Infinite Love – and that each of us Can Be and Is Loved more then
all the Rest by Him .. an Equality where us each is 'more Equal' to
Him then the rest of all of Creation.

—

So, to try to Rein-in this a bit, I decided my first pass at this when I
was considering on how limited my personal influence was in



general – and that it seemed only my mistakes and sins Persist
beyond my immediate one-or-two level of person connections (and
having not spent much time yet in focused Active Service and
seeing that effect, as I am now noticing – Praise God!) ..

.. how it was as if there was a 'outer shell' of seeming existence –
Simulation – presented on media where either I do not exist or only
my worst Sins are reflected .. some version of me that I would not
feel comfortable near, of recognize his thinking – someone still
actively Sinning and perhaps has Always made and making bad
choices – and that Outer Simulation was many versions of those ..
the Venture Capital Golden-Calf Satan worshipers and minions of
their Witch-Matriarchal mothers, aunts, .. Tools of Satan.

-

“.. All my Sins are before me, ..” Psalm 50(51)

-

So I considered that there were at least 3 or 4 levels of this going
on – extending out-down Jacob's Ladder Levels and a system
where the Lower versions were in the most power at the
International aspects, Simulated or 'replayed' as those events are
so divorced from us as to be only Cautionary Tails and examples of
our sins made Huge we are suppose to notice, and back towards
the immediate connected people where we have the most
Influence.

So consider each repeating Day-of-Bread that starts at SunDown. If
I were Writing the System Code I might have a Day at first time
were you functionally do not exist – to whatever degree you act
Neutral and so can not and do not Impact anyone and there Sins
and Salvation Status.

And with that as a Base-line all interactions in the Day-of-Bread
could be Measured and Judged, through the long term Impact on
others and the world (other Corporate Actors that exercise Holy Will
– or could, as well as the physical world changes.)

With that the mMaster and those above can measure and make
changes – although every repeating Day-of-Bread starts exactly the
same, aspects like Quantum outcomes, or dreams remembered –
injected – can influence and might change for testing resiliency
against Temptations, with Crosses, .., and-or willingness to Charity,
and Sacrifice.



—

So, I decided that the women I think of as Intellect Dense is a
version - of my mMaster, mMy Avatar who is always in the earlier
stages, and that for her to the extent I might be in her other
Simulation Bubbles – I might be the intellectual Dense version.

And I think that is enough for many to get an idea of why and how
our Reality can be as it is, so anti-Rational and seemingly Dense at
many levels. Think of it as a Computer Game and many of us are in
the very High Difficulty Levels, which is a very good sign – it means
that in God's Plan – he can expect really Significant Good Things
from us, and we all need to be Better – then we were Yesterday
and in Last ToDay.

—

The other consideration is related to much of what I commented on
down below yesterday and last night – my brother being in this
small apartment and reducing my meditation time required me to be
double effective in doing this Journalisming – I like that word .. it
has a hint of Naughtiness, and so I was still in that mode as you will
likely note.

—

My conclusion is the Huge Value for the Multiverse of these – our
Sufferings.

How the conditions; birth control, no fault divorce, legal Abortion,
fatherlessness and functional neutering of men and fathers,
demonizing Good traits, punishing Virtues, women's vote and
involvement in positions of power – after being raised in such a
world, the inability to meaningfully Correct women and even
between each other, unlimited cheap food, pornography, Lies we
want to hear, ...

The total degradation of the Dying Communed Soul and Church -
all aspects of Life - which results.

An Apologetics against Sin and towards the Righteousness of God
and His Laws, and a lot of other things.

You must consider that the Start of every Day-of-Bread is re-
runnable and Eternal. So this might be a place – Today – where a
Holy Child might come to See and Understand why something Must
be a way Decreed by God. All of Hell – these Satan.exe versions
can be considered as such.

So, why is #PublicTaseredTillPissingAndScreaming, or
#PublicDataBase, or personal #TaserDuels, or separating children
from mothers by 8 years old, or Earned civil and other powers over
others through [extra] National Service and Virtue and Merit
Hurtles, how hyper-empowering people beyond their abilities is Bad
for them and all connected – unLoving, the connecting the Value of
women's (and Men's) testimony to not only there history as Reports
in the #PublicDataBase but in the general measured virtue of
women and mothers through [actual] False Rape reports, Parental



Fraud, and other society wide and measurable indicators where
they apply – where mothers are a good Statistical Sample of all
women of that general age and if they willing to lie to those they
profess to love – lie life destroying lies and live with them – how
much more willing to lie or destroy others .. Parental Fraud of 1/3
along with the False Rape reports to police of around 80% seem
like a good measure of there Trustworthiness .. and they have been
placed into power over families, work-places, gov, ..!!

Anyway – if we not all Demonic-Oppressed in some form or other
these would be Clear(er), and that is part of one of my
Evangelization Prayer – that people See how there Minds are
clearly being Warped, made irrational and that it is not Normal –
despite what those who apologize for Satanic reasons or who are
themselves Oppressed and Clarity-challenged. That it is not only
the clear Culling of the Best or most Potential that refuse to side
with evil – in Satan's contrived need and call for Virtue then
murdered - which as clearly been going n since .. well I am sure
before the Civil War, and we see in Ukraine-Russia now, the slimy
'leaders' and there families are doing that and using it as excuse to
do all kinds of other things ..

.. but Yes, you either have figured some of that our yourself
(Welcome to the Higher repeated Day-of-Bread and the Tread
towards Rationality and Logos – towards Salvation and away from
evil-Blindness!)

Or you do and maybe will not – will hide from the little you do notice
as that would mean that Satan is real and all that implies ..(?) or
whatever. I am happy to Believe that this is not the Best You, and
that is true for us all ..

.. God Demands us to be Better. And we should want and expect
that for ourselves and everyone else – with that then God's
Kingdom Come.

—

Okay – this is going to be a bear edit and publish as it is, so let us
consider these few things and others and work towards having a
good day by helping others and self towards God.

—

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures,
and future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

It is snowing! Very Pretty.

.. I suppose I must face the fact that that Summer did not last
forever.

(It sorta seemed a little like it would. Timeless good weather.)

I decided to tightly wrap paracord around my indoor-wheels for my
chair for the snow and ice this year. Or I decided I should try it, at



least. Not planning to do it today.

—

I do not yet have a coffee maker, but instead put the dried coffee
into a quart jar and pour microwave heated water into it – cover and
shake and let sit. Then I use a rice strainer to extract the fluid from
the particulates, the fluid into another quart jar from which I pour the
concentrated coffee into my mug and add water to taste – water
and ginger powder actually (and a drop of Holy Water.)

I found that there always exists a little 'mud' that settles and every
once in a while when I poured out the last of the concentrated
coffee I used to wash the coffee-mud out, but recently I have let it
build-up, and then put it into a stainless steel bowl and added a little
cooking oil to keep it soft and workable, and baked it at low
temperature to dry it, and now I am wondering what it might be
good to use for.

Yes, I did all that without a clear goal in mind!

I figure it is only my limited imagination that will stop me from
finding something useful to do with in .. even if it might sit there and
be a testimony of my poor limited imagination.

It is a little like fudge consistency, and since I could and something
do manage to drink a little bit in the coffee that pours into mug, it is
okay to eat. I wonder if I pressed it into pill form perhaps, it might by
an emergency caffeine source for when I run out, as it should have
some caffeine contents but hard to guess how much – heated as it
was a few times.

I suppose worst comes to worst a little could go into my potting soil.
And I wonder if Mushrooms would like it – I rather think so yet I
have no idea where that idea comes from .. would it be high in
Nitrogen – and if so, maybe I should save all my grounds – I never
liked throwing them out, they seem useful also.

It might be a good time to look around for similar kind of projects
and ideas as I think such might become needed and standard
soon, and the better a person and family is at it, the more they have
to trade with others.

—

Here is what I was able to throw together for today's Multiverse
Journalisming; ..

—

—

—

“Theologian Demands To Know If The American Bishops Are
Apostates”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/dyM64elZqEE

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/dyM64elZqEE


—

—

Sources, ..

https://returntotradition.org/theologian-demands-to-know-if-the-
american-bishops-are-apostates

Article: https://archive.ph/zPUkZ

—

https://www.ncronline.org/opinion/ncr-voices/what-should-bishops-
be-discussing-baltimore

Archived: https://archive.ph/ASzlG

PDF {DropBox saved}

What Should The Bishops Be Discussing In Baltimore National
Catholic Reporter

129KB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

.

https://www.crisismagazine.com/opinion/an-open-letter-to-our-
bishops

Archived: https://archive.ph/t9CWr

PDF {DropBox saved}

—

—

—

A reflection on Saint [Justly Saint] Fulton Sheen.

Of course every day that the Church delays the Revolution and
Conformation of Saint Fulton Sheen's Sainthood - to Celibate and
Use as a Tool against Satan and so Needed yesterday - is a
Damning Inditement and Witness of the backwardness and-or
Wrongness in our Vatican and Leadership.

.. As Western Fatherlessness is to Womanhood – that ever
increasingly Sickening Body of The Body of Christ., ..

https://returntotradition.org/theologian-demands-to-know-if-the-
https://archive.ph/zPUkZ
https://www.ncronline.org/opinion/ncr-voices/what-should-bishops-
https://archive.ph/ASzlG
https://www.crisismagazine.com/opinion/an-open-letter-to-our-
https://archive.ph/t9CWr


-

“The Vortex — The Moment”

by Church Militant

https://youtu.be/yHy0-2PUg0M

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Poor Megyn .. in each show I watch I see either her well hidden
intentional Satanic service or a level of female-ignorance that is a
good example for all to See and Understand that women in general
Lack some level of humanity and Rationality – and should never be
allowed in positions of unsupervised – very closely men supervised
– power over others. Even raising children should end by 8 –
restricted at 4 or 5 and draw n away from them gradually until 8. A
12 year old boy well educated and Right Forming may lack the life
experiences – but compared to an older feted souled virtue-
challenged women we would all be better off with the 12 year old
boy in charge over the Demonically controlled twisted older woman
– at least he would not be filled with male-hate twisted Poison
Vomit .. like too easily openly seen by many women in power today,
and more unseen by the older Witches in powerful families.

God Bless Megyn! And those others who clearly and openly
display why such people should never be allowed power over you
or anyone you love or every could love. Pretending to bring up an
issue out of 'Caring' when it is the Female-Evil manipulation of
getting-ahead and Framing complete with the lies and misdirection
that pretends to be confused and so presents us all with what is
wanted to be the lines and excuses to focus on. Training that
Demon mother's voice as to what to say to sooth and distract from
the real issues and causes – those anyone not Demonically
Oppressed and who every worked around modern women should
be clear .. they are Toxic disOrdering lying unJust destroyers of
effective productive work – often coining all those near for the profit
of being vile and vicious and hurting someone over something no
one could understand – no one not a VagFeelie walking septic

https://youtu.be/yHy0-2PUg0M


Nightmare, that is.

The driving fathers and possible fathers from the workforce is an
extension of the civil war, WW1, WW2, .., Ukraine-Russia and
others ongoing that are not in the news the Culling of fathers and
perspective fathers by those Globo-Homo baby-murdering child-
men-women-soul mutilating ad murdering Witches in Power – who
use the Venture Capital Golden-Calf Satan worshipers and Vagina-
god Satan following Minions and family to push evil through all
Western Institutions, Churches, Gov.s, corpDragons, ... The
Female-Evil Satanic Arms and Fists from Hell.

Of course this is part of the Designed Genocide of Western
[Christian] Virtue-based society – and these Satanic-Tools are
pretending it is all 'only an accident' or 'just happens to be' .. are
they evil or too warped and twisted incompetent to find their Ass
with both hands? Demonic-Oppressed and filled with Pride that
they think they have discovered something so clear that a toddler
from 4 generations could have asked about.

-

“The Alarming Number of Working Age Men No Longer in the
Workforce, with Nicholas Eberstadt”

by Megyn Kelly

https://youtu.be/Zp1qoUxwMzQ

{DropBox saved}

—

Vile male-hating vicious womanhood – Toxic Horrors who can not
seem to Poison every place we forced to be near them, turning
every place the Witches now control into a timeless Hell of
Sickeningness – in every location and institution. Gov and middle
management Packed with Vagina-god Satan following women
supremacists and God-Hating murdering grasping horror
'Professional' women .. and few of us have not been so evil-Blinded
by those inHuman lying mothers and other family older women as
to even be able to See them – and psychologically damaged and
twisted from crib to push-against them – from the breast milk that
evil-Poison flowed for generations, each cycle more Sickly and
soul-mutilated with the [functional] fatherlessness and Witch-

https://youtu.be/Zp1qoUxwMzQ


following female-evil head-of-household. A Curse against Order,
Justice, Truth, and God. An Apocalyptic Evil in nearly every child's
home.

And F-you if you too evil-Blind and unable to See this .. I have
worked with men and women all my life – easily and productively
too start - and over time something have Sickened Womanhood –
inHuman vile viscous lying slimy cnts and the men are nearly
helpless because psychologically Blinded and if not or start to
notice then every F-ing hand is turned against them as soon as
they bring up questions or issues, 'problems with women!' and the
lies will follow them until they can not find work because the
vileness horror lies follows them.

These days - our real Problem with women [in the work
environment and many other places] is that they are Breathing
there vileness and horror at us - or actively supporting the evils of
other women – always against the men, against perspective
Goodness and Change for better – the only Change allowed is
whatever the Satanic Witch connected cnt points towards – which
is true at the International levels down to that back-stabbing child-
taking vile vicious wife and-or mother (teacher, ..) we all have
Suffered.

These cnts pretend that the poor cooping and escaping mechanism
for the vileness and hate directed at us from crib, the frustration and
confusion from being raised by a lying twisting mind-f-ing horror
women and media – the frustrated attempts to escape the demon-
mother's voice screeching Hate at them .. that too many fall into ..
pretending that is the reason. The reason is that for far too many of
us – our mothers and aunts dead at our birth – along with every
powerful women near us for our young lives – would have been far
better for us and the world ..

.. Putrid walking Sacks of Poison Vomit and evil (half unintentional
– victims of the same but most have grasped the Power and
propagate at some level or other) we have all Suffered and now are
everywhere – always in power either openly or most often slimy
manipulating Witches using others and rewarding and-of enslaving
minions and tools to do the evils.

This is a male-hating cntHell filled with mind-twisted vicious lying
slimy cnt women that Poison every workplace, and of course the
anti-white-man discrimination that has been part of the Genocide of
families that women are happy to go along with and profit-from
'Bricking us', themselves, and society, for the pocket change of the
moment at the cost of endless Sickness, suffering, Sin, Death and
Hell.

Only solution conceivable is from God, a New Flood – perhaps
mass graves of post menopause Western women – the more
powerful they faster dead the better.

A Clenching from God in a Real pandemic – Cleansing us from the
baby-murdering, child-taking, family-fatherhood-society-Future



Poisoning and Destroying modern Western woman is all I can even
conceive could turn this around and help those remaining to have a
Future with Love, Life, Joy, Hope, Truth, Justice, .. Goodness – a
place we could all want to have and raise children in – instead of
making them Suffer the howling vileness and putrid feted Vomit and
Evil of womanhood and it's increasingly souless Hating and Horror.

Can you think of Anything else? Anything that could penetrate
Satan's Mind-and-Soul Grip on this world and all the sick souls in
it? Please!!

Or will not even think about it - are Still too Demon-Oppressed and
anti-Rational to see it?

Deny by focusing on that 'One Tall Chinese man' you once met and
pretending the many others around are not feted vile viscous
horrors, and you must Endure and Suffer because otherwise your
life and future will be destroyed. And trying to do any action which
suggests you See Them .. like the VC Golden-Calf Satan
worshipers – your life will be destroyed and every hand against you
(or they too will loose Banking, employment, housing, harassed by
Witches and vile vicious women and their twisted Dog-males until
death.)

Makes one Pine and Long for Nuke Fire and Mass Deaths – a good
3_+ Billion of mostly the worst dead so that from the Ashes the men
can start to enforce Virtue, making clear that the Wages of Female-
Evil and Sin is Death. And all for less then the number of legally
and gov forced tortured-to-death babies in the last 50 years –
Sacrifices to Satan. Is that not a Just response to this cntHell of
Female-Evil Satan Worship?

.. What else then?!

—

—

Now here is an example of a women who seems hands above the
normal in many ways, and seeming exception. At least those in
power do not favor her and undermined her run for President – and
that is a Good mark for her – if Satan pushes back against
someone then at least they are not in the Top evil-League level.

Another excellent showing by her (Senator Tulsi) as a temporary
back-up for Tucker., ..

-

“Cryptocurrency exchange founder was the cash cow of the
left: Miranda Devine”

by Fox News

https://youtu.be/ej1JG_UZVuM

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/ej1JG_UZVuM


—

—

—

Typical VC GCS Worshiper Minions allowed to be rewarded with
secular power and resources – blood and treasure taken from tax
and public resources (and our once good Name), and this one
situation is the Culling of fathers and perspective fathers with Virtue
and traumatize population to push Globo-Homo, Sin, Baby
torturing-to-Death and other Sacrifices to Satan.

-

“It's Plain To See”

by roypotterqa roypotterqa

https://youtu.be/fg1WSNVIlcU

https://odysee.com/@RoystonPotter:b/it's-plain-to-see:9

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Does anyone else remember how Trump was Silenced on Jan 6th
so he could NOT tell his followers and country Anything – which
was intended, hoping that more violence would result.

Note they surrounded the buildings with an occupation force
anyway .. which was already (likely) on the books and plans. Along
with FBI people busting down barriers, and the Pipe Bombs going
off – if they wanted that effect, etc. Creating a situation like the
Nazis used with That Fire to take Martial Law control with popular

https://youtu.be/fg1WSNVIlcU
mailto:https://odysee.com/@RoystonPotter:b/it's-plain-to-see:9


support – not only the brain-warped retarded mental-spiritual
Cripples that are everywhere near us all., ..

-

“IMPORTANT UPDATE!”

by Mark Dice Mark Dice

https://youtu.be/s1uzidEqzoM

https://www.bitchute.com/video/s1uzidEqzoM

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

“Dave Chappelle TARGETED by Jewish Groups After Defense
of Kanye, May Lose MILLIONS “

by The Red Elephants - Vincent James Vincent James

https://www.bitchute.com/video/rJ3qgk2WcDH9

https://odysee.com/@RealRedElephants:d/Dave-Chappelle-
TARGETED-by-Jewish-Groups-After-Defense-of-Kanye.--May-
Loses-MILLIONS:8

{DropBox saved}

—

https://youtu.be/s1uzidEqzoM
https://www.bitchute.com/video/s1uzidEqzoM
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rJ3qgk2WcDH9
mailto:https://odysee.com/@RealRedElephants:d/Dave-Chappelle-


—

—

A Clip from an older video .. worth a minute or two along with my
comments and general Point – Brett and Heather (his professional
wife) are a fantastic examination how those with Influence and of
the Tribe can be (knowingly or unknowing) a Force of Satan.

The full video can be found in the post referenced after – Prof.
Peterson initially misses the significant point that generations of
people will start to Internalize unTruth – sure you can be a women,
man .. and so the Demonic Voice they inject into you from the crib,
people will and and defend the Lies The Witches say to them, with
the internal Brain-Twisting anti-Rational Howling Evil Demons –
which we all seem to Suffer.

I miss watching @Bret Weinstein but decided that he and his wife
were either Actively Evil Satanic supporters about the Plandemic,
or so warped and unable to handle the actual data that existed
about the Horror they were supporting – and because part of the
Tribe and pushing the Satanic-Poison Injections and damning and
silencing others – the idea because they are looked to by some
many serious Professional that have real reason to Believe what
those two say they believe – to warp an entire Profession and all
related and of course everyone else who can see they are
incredibly intelligent and seem to manage complexities well.

-

“How Technology Is Negatively Affecting You”

by Jordan B Peterson Clips

https://youtu.be/XNODFVQP7YI

{DropBox saved}

—

.. Those two – Bret and Heather, husband and wife – matched the
Perfect Evil-Tools for Satan to warp and delay the Wake-up that is
starting (and if not actively evil I hope they are Waking also – I
should look into them to see how they are managing it .. are they
Virtuous enough to confront what they might have really believed,
convince and-or kept EnTrapped over the lies and evil they might
have actually been pushing.

https://youtu.be/XNODFVQP7YI


Such people – as I warned about in my writing – are extremely
Dangerous, and a good analogy of the Warped vile Mother who
screeching Feminism while removing all good decent men [and-or
father silencing with #NoFaultDivorce constant Threat] – with the
media and school system re-enforcing the howling evil self-hate
and-or fear, anti-rationality, injection of Demonic evil that allows for
the Satanic Presence to exist and expand.

So .. YouTube and Google and other actively Satanic corpDragons
– of course – promote them and Cancel all who argued or they
dislike. I think I lost me Twitter because my arguments against
infant genital mutilation was Reported by one of the 'Blue Ticks'
with some kind of Anti-Semitism accusation .. those who are
rewarded and have power in this evil CntHell are knowingly or
unknowingly given Hyper-empowerment – Womanhood Legal
Status – and can and will destroy us with the rights and status of a
fetus in there Murdering-on-Whim existence created Hell.

-

Full video with comments of mine in this Post, March 15th, 2021,
'Index Number 750:', ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10225993869537616

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid02i6xo47ubB526Ahg7nwmYL3AH5YF15HizMwhqfJ8vvT2uXRkhTuArnEaVtxU2NY7l

Archived: https://archive.ph/PSVmq

[WOW, Facebook allows in this section of Multiverse]

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ap790qk78q0vuyz
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%20750
%20%2C%20March%2015th%2C%202021
%2C%20Monday%20Late%20Afternoon.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 750 , March 15th,
2021, Monday Late Afternoon

19.3MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

—

—

—

Hmm, this looks great – they Otherwise are people worth Listening
too, but can you Trust them – trust them not to push Evil when they
are told – and unwilling and silencing all who try to correct?

I will need to review how they are dealing with the clear indications
of the Harm the evil-Poison injections and Masks and such .. the
fact they even support masks – as I recall they were, might be

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://archive.ph/PSVmq
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ap790qk78q0vuyz


wrong – but that I would have too look into .. so so much real
Science always said (until the Fraud paper pushed recently) that
Masts were always not only worthless for stopping a virus but has
Huge damaging effects (in the Secular aspects, but dehumanizing
and social, child, .. so many Soul mutilating aspects.)

-

“Why do we mass medicate with fluoride in our tap water?
(from February Patreon Q&A)”

by Bret Weinstein

https://youtu.be/X_iJaExg2_4

{DropBox saved}

—

.. note they 'Pretend' the population controlling mind-damaging
Western wide pushed evil was not actively driven by Satanic Forces
that are clearly and constantly in Power, and instead like so many
pretend the Red Herring excuse was reason, and for some reason
.. suppressed Sciences and people that were warning .. that the evil
& Insanity is only part of the normal anti-Logos, anti-Rational
behavior (or the clearly warped and brain-F-ed minds) of normal
people.

This is part of why I do not trust them. The Pretend not to notice
such, so will ignore aspects that we should all be thinking about ..
after all, they do not want to be Canceled as they have already
been once – but now they are allowed as long as they pretend and
push the evil.

They are a great Study of Evil-Forces in society! This Satanic Hell.

When is it reasonable to disTrust the vitamin corporations, when
such Professionals clearly functioning in ways that benefit Satan
and Her Witches in Power?

Or even the distributors like Amazon – after all they know who it is
shipped too – so why not the Poisoned, Drugged, or Altered
versions shipped to you from the warehouse containing the
'Doctored' Poisoned versions? If Witch-minions in positions of
power and access all around a city like Burlington acting against
specific people in the Slimy Female-Evil Poisoning ways, ..

https://youtu.be/X_iJaExg2_4


.. and such Lists are clearly now part of – or most of – the function
of all major Western Institutions, and in the case of EnSlavement
Purposes like brain-damaging population and specific people is
clearly going on and if Policy for Generations as happens not only
the Poisoned Water, Medications, Injections, .. but also in the illegal
drugs Laced with deadly amounts of Fentanyl and such mixed in so
the murders look like common Over-Doses of street drugs – Satan
Witches coordinating with there organized international Organ
Harvesting gangs in Mexico and throughout the Medical Systems ..
why would anyone Reasonably trust anyone .. even family who
would lie and watch you suffering in Hell because of all the
VagFeelie Poison-motherhood and family women lies about how
inHuman so many adult females forms that are controlled by
Demons are all around us.

'Why do you trust Anything or anyone in this Sicken hyper-
empowered modern Womanhood Satanic Shaped and Controlled
Hell?' could be the most Rational Question a waking mind might
wonder.

Yes?

—

—

—

Prof Peterson has discussed that we constantly mentally Simulate
the world around us by an Avatar of us – basically we let them die
and save ourselves and choose differently.

It is not hard to realize then that dreams are just an extension of all
the same behavior, except a Damping of memory and rationality
(Awakeness to the Reality of dream State) and from there ..

.. to Then Realize that even those are part of the Jacob's Ladder
Levels and Holy Simulation.

Seems like a great Guest. I hope to listen to the rest. (If looking for
something to watch while listening .. check Kurt's walking to Far
Land in Minecraft – audio muted and perhaps at faster speeds then
normal. See following video for example.), ..

-

“How Much Do We Actually Know About Consciousness? -
Patrick House | Modern Wisdom Podcast 551”

by Chris Williamson

https://youtu.be/fCNFC7Vpvw0

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/fCNFC7Vpvw0


—

—

Time | Subject

00:00 Intro

00:18 Do Deep Thinkers Suffer More?

08:38 The Gradient Descent of a Single Cell

18:38 Why is Consciousness Research So Difficult?

29:35 The End Result of Consciousness

34:34 How the Brain is Similar to an iPhone

42:06 Animals Who Sleep While Their Brain is Awake

47:00 Conversations as Health-Checks for the Brain

57:57 The Analogy of the Pinball Machine

1:05:18 Adaptive Functionality of the Brain

1:10:43 Patrick’s Favourite Explanation of Consciousness

1:20:42 Where to Find Patrick

—

—

—

The following Chris Williamson video likely goes well following the
above one – and here is some eye-candy when done staring at the
two talking and not putting out other information to screen.

Mute and maybe run at faster (or Slower?) speed. Whichever is
not-unlike a dream, perhaps., ..

-

“Far Lands or Bust Livestream - October 26, 2022”

by Far Lands or Bust with KurtJMac

https://youtu.be/U55Pvl63FrA

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/U55Pvl63FrA


—

—

Under the Rationale of preventing the males to become what Satan
through Feminism have been Shooting and defining Manhood as
they have a womanhood wide coordinated crushing males testicles
from crib – the apposite of the bad over-sized traits that make a
psychopath – showing womanhood as being Used by Satan and
displaying a kind of Honorable vileness and brain-F-ing mindset
that shows they are – as a general statement which is true –
womanhood are now a Western Society wide vile vicious twisted
slimy virtueless Psychopathic – and a majority of the best of them
are at best – sociopaths.

The Treachery and functional evil actively directed at children from
mothers and womanhood alone, of our mothers .. why we not
generally better they died on the delivery bed .. the active
systematic Sick societies' destruction of access for boys and girls to
the Significant and very Important information from decent men and
fathers, away from the Satanically influenced control of the now
Poison Vomit of womanhood and corpDragon Witch control –
should be, under a reasonable Rational Think persons' ability to
agree .. another example [Again!] showing a Demonic Oppression
of not only single people, not only the Zombie-Soul Nation, but the
entire West.

While you watch, consider how this applies to modern Western
Womanhood and Governments.

Vagina-god Satan Womanhood Supremacists displacing all their
own evils and vicious Virtuelessness onto Manhood, and
suppressing and destroy all those who show them wrong, or tries
to, or Might possibly do so., ..

-

“Understanding The Wisdom Of Psychopaths - Dr Kevin
Dutton | Modern Wisdom Podcast 552”

by Chris Williamson

https://youtu.be/IQdXJgja9Mo

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/IQdXJgja9Mo


—

—

Time | Subject

00:00 Intro

03:13 Why Does Psychopathy Exist?

10:05 Psychology of Penalty Shootouts

18:01 The Human Ability to Categorise

28:13 Lessons on Narrow Focus from Hoarders

38:55 Kevin’s Studies of Conmen

47:30 The Evolution of Super-Categories

55:49 Why a Different Accent Evokes Prejudice

1:02:13 How Brains Conflate Simplicity with Truth

1:11:33 Where to Find Dr Dutton

—

—

—

—

Feminism and the Lies have made people Confused in the 'Tender
Years Doctrine', ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tender_years_doctrine

Newer Archived: https://archive.ph/44ftq

9 month old Archive: https://archive.ph/8IDC5

{in case you want to compare, study Soros' funded manipulations.}

Oldest Archived: https://archive.fo/Lxx22

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/0odzo1kapqnd5wq
/Tender%20years%20doctrine%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf

—

—

.. Satanic Federal Control implemented after She took over the
Nation and enSlaved us all at Civil War – needless murdering
Virtuous father and [potential] fathers in the system of Culling all
who Could appose Her - resulting fatherless filled with mind-Raping

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tender_years_doctrine
https://archive.ph/44ftq
https://archive.ph/8IDC5
https://archive.fo/Lxx22
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0odzo1kapqnd5wq


baby-murdering child-taking .. cntHell society, and Demonically
Vulnerable in that Confusion and unTruths, inJustices, and
disOrder., ..

-

“Understand feminism properly”

by Knowland Knows

https://youtu.be/WpPkKGnTAAI

{DropBox saved}

—

—

.. Full version of interview along with other good stuff in Post,
September 13th, 2022, Tuesday Morning, 'Index Number 1649:',
..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1649

Archived: https://archive.ph/cvrTp

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/j5eobxvmbng71ys
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201649
%20%2C%20September%2013th%2C%202022
%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning%20-%20Updated.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1649 , September 13th, 2022,

https://youtu.be/WpPkKGnTAAI
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/cvrTp
https://www.dropbox.com/s/j5eobxvmbng71ys


Tuesday Morning Updated

14.3MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0gNhwsU76Ay8AagnpJdA9JpnPLrJSqePm9Z4B1wqtwp1PFFieMibq1wrs8Gu8Rrg1l
[Facebook’s disOrdering URL]

Archived: https://archive.ph/kPewd [Updated]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/dsy80jouytpebfk
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201649
%20%2C%20September%2013th%2C%202022
%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning%20-%20Updated.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1649 , September
13th, 2022, Tuesday Morning Updated

10.4MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

—

—

—

—

'Caring' .. you mean like mom's lying vileness and the rest of the
howling evil older cnts in this Soul-Murdered vile womanhood
directed society?

'Caring' over Truth is a Female-Evil.

Fatherhood will Love you Truly with the Truth ..

.. not Satanic Vileness and VagFeelie evil that will and has
destroyed us before we leave home, and society lacking men
twisted and confused and helpless to the Satanic Things in woman-
forms and other Hazards that evil-Blinding exposes us all too –
Absolutely destroying our society.

Sure – when you want to destroy yourself, children, family,
employer, Society, and entire West?

Then 'Care' for them with Lies and hiding truths and put VagFeelies
and 'Caring' over Truth .. and so destroy Justice and Order.

And do not miss interfering with #FreedomToHear with VagFeelie
vile Female-Evil excuses!, ..

-

“Silke Machold et al, Corporate Governance & Ethics |
Dimensions of Care | Philosophy Core Concepts”

by Gregory B. Sadler

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://archive.ph/kPewd
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dsy80jouytpebfk


https://youtu.be/-U7xHXGZY8I

{DropBox saved}

—

.. at best Caring should only apply to how to Speak the Truth, or
similar.

Truth is Love, Mercy, Charity .. as many of us who grew-up as
Feminists by unTrue filled women and confused and warped or
censored others .. being lied too - We will Testify.

God Demands Love and not Death, and Demands Better from us
all - telling you this is Just, Right, Loving, Merciful, and Charitable.
Real Caring, not the Vagina-god Satan Female-Evil kind.

.. Please stop destroying everything you influence and have power
over!

—

—

The next in his series covering her [evil-Feminist Marxist-excuse
Satanic Fatherhood Virtue family Liberty destroying based] work.

Force & Power confusion and mis-charactorization – instead of
Competence Hierarchy – more of the poisoning-well Female-Evil
mind-Raping Framing., ..

-

“Silke Machold et al, Corporate Governance & Ethics | Justice,
Care, & Rights | Philos Core Concepts”

by Gregory B. Sadler

https://youtu.be/AERT2QQNcZI

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/-U7xHXGZY8I
https://youtu.be/AERT2QQNcZI


—

.. Terrorizing like life destroyed, unable to get employment, friends,
opportunities, .. because of unJust Witch putrid cnts whispering ..
the threat of Canceling that started out locally with the groups of
inHuman vile viscous cnt women and the Witches, that is now
internationally used?
Or the constant terrorizing of being homeless, or without medical
insurgence with family dependents – on the Whim of nearly any
women or Elite that is always near-by or watching and react if they
notice a person?

The kind of New World Order where a good argument for God
sending deaths of billions of the older powerful women and there
worst twisted Dog-male Puppets and active minions .. the
Terrorizing that defines this Female-Evil Poison-Vomit modern
Western womanhood?

—

—

—

It has been simply Too Long since I heard this one.

Some progress – I can listen to it without the nearly overpowering
desire to thrown myself to my knees and sing along. .. Perhaps
because my soul is further away?, ..

-

“One and Only - Adele (Lyrics)”

by/under JoCarl12

https://youtu.be/wA4ppvp2IzY

{DropBox saved}

—

—

What a good song., ..

-

https://youtu.be/wA4ppvp2IzY


“Rod Stewart - Maggie May (Lyrics)”

by/under HardLuckWoman3

https://youtu.be/GVApuLlv-rU

{DropBox saved}

—

—

And another – which captured my imagination when I first hear it –
and stayed with me, haunting me somehow., ..

-

“Al Stewart - Year Of The Cat”

by/under Rafeta Vinilo

https://youtu.be/cqZc7ZQURMs

{DropBox saved}

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

https://youtu.be/GVApuLlv-rU
https://youtu.be/cqZc7ZQURMs


PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1714

Archived: https://archive.ph/oEYZ2

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/zycvfb917or6lmt
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201714
%20%2C%20November%2015th%2C%202022
%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1714 , November 15th, 2022,
Tuesday Morning

53.4MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

[ Facebook Suspension for 23 (more) days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1439192232820215813

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109346906805277975

Archived: https://archive.ph/jSSOy

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/sk5u7q6n8pk5qwweempqf/h

-

November 15th, 2022, Index Number 1714:

—

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/f26jrnai95e20z5cijatq/h

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/oEYZ2
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zycvfb917or6lmt
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1439192232820215813
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109346906805277975
https://archive.ph/jSSOy
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


—

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31 October
2022), 2 parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not
yet Censored ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%201-2.zip

-

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%202-2.zip

— —

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)
Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox
directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

—

Links to this Post and others related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1715

Archived: https://archive.ph/M9vwB

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/1s5cgjj4uynks5g
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201715
%20%2C%20November%2016th%2C%202022
%2C%20Wednesday%20Morning.pdf

-

[ Facebook Suspension for 22 (more) days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1439621095945670666

https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/M9vwB
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1s5cgjj4uynks5g
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1439621095945670666


https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109353612517111986

Archived: https://archive.ph/EWHeG

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/f26jrnai95e20z5cijatq/h?dl=0&rlkey=x2b0kiozyefjj4q5hyuks01a4

—

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109353612517111986
https://archive.ph/EWHeG
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo




—

— — Some recent Memes noticed on Web recently for your
considerations — —

—

—













Ruby Ridge







Note that the playground has no damage unlike the real missile
strike damage to cars at much greater distance, and the plants
growing somehow? Why do you believe these sources that are
clearly never been honest?

—

—



—


